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FOREWORD I 
This technical documentary report is the Final Project Report 
I summarizing work performed under NASA Contract NAS8-11768. The contract period started on 1 July 1964 and terminated on 30 October 1965. 
The Manufacturing Research and Technology Division of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration at Huntsville, Alabama, sponsored the 
program. Mr. C. R. Moroney of the Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory, 
Industrial Support Branch, Structural Section, was the principal NASA 
representative, with Mr.  L. A. Bowers and Mr. P. H. Schuerer as alternates. 
I 
All work was  conducted by the Los Angeles Division of North American 
Aviation, Incorporated, located at International Airport ,  Los Angeles, 
California. 
Mr. G. B. Lewis was  Program Manager for the contractor with 
technical project coordination directed by Mr. H. W. Bloom. Individuals 
responsible for specific tasks were: Mr. A. Kolom, Engineering Manager; 
Mr. E. Savells, Tosling Manager; Mr. E. Evans, Manufacturing Manager; 
and Mr. W. Mays, Manager for Quality Control. 
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ABSTRACT 
r 77 f I' 
The objective of this program was  to develop advanced manufacturing 
technology applicable to production of large titanium alloy structures. In 
order to achieve minl-mum weight in the Saturn V vehicle, new structural 
concepts were proposed which utilize the improved stiffness -density of 
recently developed titanium alloys. The specific goal of this program was to 
design and fabricate a titanium crossbeam assembly with load-carrying 
capability equivalent to the current aluminum alloy center engine supports 
used in the Saturn V boosters. Preliminary analyses had indicated that a 
weight reduction of approximately 30 percent could be achieved by the use of a 
unique sine wave configuration developed by N A A  for super-sonic military 
airframe applications. During the course of the program, design and manu- 
facturing development resulted in achievement of 37.8% weight reduction. 
Additional items were also outlined, resulting in an  anticipated total of 40% 
weight reduction for the p-oposed materal/design application in comparison 
with the basepoint aluminum structure. 
The sine wave beam concept is similar to the familiar "I" beam except 
that the web is a modified sine wave. Heavy cap members are welded to the 
sine wave web by a special burn-through TIG welding process. The titanium 
crossbeam assembly thus consists of four sine wave beam sections joined 
at the center to form a cross. The entire assembly is one complete welded 
unit, except for a center post consisting of four segments which are mechan- 
ically attached to support the inboard ends of each of the four webs. 
The :>rogram verified the producibility aspects of the material/design 
concept of titanium sine wave beam structures, and indicatedpotential cost 
reductions, in comparison with the basepoint aluminum crossbeam, as well 
as major weight reductions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Although the sine wave beam concept had been proved effective, and 
reliable test data was available, the order of magnitude of increase in size 
required fo r  the Saturn S-IC center engine support was such that manufacturing 
feasibility was questionable. This program was thus tailored to provide an 
engineering design configuration based on an extrapolation of the existing 
state of the art. 
In order to develop manufacturing techniques? speri€ic areas cf the desip, 
were chosen which represented all of the fabrication processes required to 
produce the full-size crossbeam. Small test sections were designed for each 
area of application and sufficient quantities of test parts were fabricated to 
develop and demonstrate feasibility of all of the required techniques. 
The program was thus organized into three phases as follows: 
PHASE I 
1. Engineering design of a full-size crossbeam, modified to include two 
full-length beam sections (approximately 15 feet each for a span of 
over 30 feet) and two partial beam sections (5 feet each for a span 
of 10 feet). 
2. Engineering design of test specimens representing all anticipated 
problem areas. 
3. Advance programming of all manufacturing effort to support the 
complete program. 
PHASE II 
1. Fabrication of test specimens. 
2. Development of all required manufacturing techniques. 
PHASE III 
1. Fabrication of one full-size crossbeam assembly. 
Phase I was accomplished in 5 months, Phase 11 in 4-1/2 months, and 
Phase III in 6-1/2 months. The complete program covered a period of e 14 months. 
1 
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SUMMARY 
ENGINEERING 
Design for the titanium crossbeam assembly fabricated in this program 
was  based on criteria used in the aluminum crossbeam for the S-IC baoster 
assembly. These criteria dictated maximum design loads; and for stiffness, 
a center beam deflection of no greater than 2.0 inches under maximum limit 
loads. Analysis completed during the design effort indicated that this 
deflection is =tidied by the titanium sine wave configuration, even though 
the web strength was the governing c r i t e r i a  for the design. Subsequent 
optimization studies (Reference, Rejmrt NA-64-664) indicate that by varying 
the shear web geometry, a n  appreciable increase in stiffness could be 
obtained while still permitting attainment of the weight objective. However, 
since the primary objective of this program was to develop advanced manu- 
facturing technology, a n  agreement was made between NASA/MSFC and the 
contractor to proceed with the initial design criteria. 
Completion of the Phase 111 crossbeam assembly has verified that the 
30 percent reduction in weight is conservative. The achievedstructure was 
37.8% below the aluminum basepoint with the potential of a 40% weight 
reduction. 
The material selected for th i s  program was 8Al-1Mo-1V titanium alloy. 
This material has the lowest density of any of the titanium alloys, and also 
has a higher modulus of elasticity. Thus, the stiffness-density ratio is 
greater than other titanium alloys. This characteristic along with good 
weldability is especially desirable for fabrication of large beam-type 
structures. 
MANUFACTURING 
Phase I included engineering design and analysis, and program planning 
activity. There was no direct manufacturing effort at that time. All of the 
production material, however, for Phase II and Phase III was ordered during 
Phase I. 
The effort completed during Phase II included development of tooling 
concepts and fabrication of five selected specimens. These specimens were 
chosen to demonstrate all of the manufacturing processes required to produce 
the full-size crossbeam. Each test part was  made from exactly the same gage 
and design configuration as the section of the beam that it represented. All 
of the 8Al-1Mo-1Vtitaniumalloyusedfor these parts was  procured in the mill- 
annealed condition. Stress-relieving was accomplished after forming the 
sine wave webs and after welding each of the assemblies. Special shell mills 
2 
. 
with carbide inserts were developed for machining heavy plate stock to form 
the channel-shaped beam caps. Carbide was required to remove mill scale 
on the forged plates and also facilitated removal of large quantities of stock. 
Initial burn-through weld tests conducted in Phase 11 indicated that 
additional development work was needed to establish copper chill bar 
geometry. Copper plates 3/4-inch thick were required to provide sufficient 
heat sink. In order to obtain the desired fillets on the drop-through side of 
the weld, a groove was  machined in the titanium cap plate directly over the 
sine wave web. The dimensions of this groove were  found to be critical. It 
was determined, however, that a groove 3/4-inch wide, with .200-inch 
Engineering analysis and laboratory tests of sample welds were made to 
verify that the groove did not have to be filled by additional weld passes. 
thin naAbk,Llt33 -c.c.- renmining at 'u"le 'bottom of the groove, provided good penetration. 
Cracks developed in several of the Phase II test parts, 2 to 3 days after 
welding. In each instance, the crack was in the heavy cap plate and was  
outside of the heat -affected zone. High-stress concentrations resulting from 
repairs and multiple-weld operations were evident in each case. A repair 
technique was developed and further cracking was eliminated by stress- 
relieving within 24 hours after each weld. The remaining heavy machined 
parts were also stress-relieved before welding. 
Since the final weld joint in  the original design of the titanium crossbeam 
involved considerable hand-welding, it became apparent that additional 
development was required to either provide a method for relieving the large 
f ina l  assembly or  provide a concept that would not develop high-stress 
concentrations. Redesign of the center section of the crossbeam resulted in 
an assembly requiring a minimum amount of welding. Tests were  also 
conducted to determine if the heavy cap plates could be duplex-annealed. 
Previous laboratory analysis had indicated that stress-relieving was  not 
required for duplex-annealed 8A1- 1Mo- 1V titanium alloy due to a notable 
increase in toughness. It was established that the heavy plates could be 
quenched rapidly enough to obtain duplex-annealed properties by using the 
NU-developed electric blanket concept. Planning for the full-size Phase III 
titanium crossbeam was  thus revised to reflect the improved design and to 
provide for duplex-annealing of all detail parts. 
Numerically controlled milling techniques were used to provide close 
coordination between the tooling used for forming and welding Phase Im parts 
and the sine wave groove machined into all cap plates. Sine wave web details 
were duplex-annealed and hot-sized in one operation, and then joined by 
machine fusion welding to form the 15-foot long by 7-foot high web assembly 
for the long beams. Beam caps were duplex-annealed in the "as received" 
condition. Three pieces were  welded together to make each of the long beam 
caps. Parts were then machined complete. 
Each of the four sine wave beam sections were completed as 
subassemblies, requiring only welding of the arrowhead-shaped cap plates 
on final assembly. The four center post sections were then mechanically 
attached to complete the structure. 
The program verified the producibility aspects of the materiai/design 
concept of titanium sine wave beam structures, and indicated potential cost 
reductions, in comparison with the basepoint aluminum crossbeam, as well 
as major weight reductions. 
4 
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ENGINEEFUNG - DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
DESIGN CONCEPT 
Successful fabrication of the Phase III crossbeam assembly demonstrates 
the feasibility of manufacturing a large titanium structure offering a weight 
reduction of 38 percent over the conventional design concept made from 
aluminum alloy. Of the 38 percent weight reduction, approximately 15 
percent is attributed to the strength/weight and stiffness/weight advantage of 
8Al-lMo-lV titanium compared to aluminum. The additional 23 percent is 
attributed to the increased efficiency of the sine wave beam cnncept. 
Selection of duplex-annealed material aided in attaining the weight 
reduction while increasing producibility of the crossbeam assembly. 
A further optimization could be accomplished for strength/weight and 
stiffness/weight by adjusting the cap areas in proportion to the cap axial loads, 
and modification of the shear web stiffness in accordance with the beam 
dynamic modes. It is estimated that this further optimization could result in 
a total weight reduction of 40 percent for any follow-on detail-engineered 
design. 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
Structural analysis of the full-size titanium crossbeam incorporating 
the final design details is presented. Design loads used for verification of 
the structural integrity of the crossbeam were the load and deflection criteria 
furnished by NASA. These criteria dictated specific cap loads as indicated 
in  figure 1, and a center beam deflection of no greater than 2.0 inches under 
limit load. 
Design shear loads applied to the corrugated shear web were based on 
the introduction of the center engine ultimate thrust load (2.52 x 106 pounds) 
at the center post. The ultimate thrust load was  equally distributed to each 
of the four beam segments. 
The total deflection of 1.98 inches, as indicated in  figure 2, includes a 
bending deflection based on a moment distribxtion using the specific cap 
axial loads supplied by NASA (See figure 1. ) The bending deflection value is 
a function of the cap axial loads, which, in turn, are affected by the end 
fixity of the beam. Therefore, any variation in the end fixity influences the 
cap axial loads, which would cause a deviation from the originally specified 
maximum deflection. 
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The structur 1 analysis provides ver fication of the general and local 
stability of the center post and corrugated sine wave shear web, and the 
column stability of these crossbeam caps in  the transverse and lateral 
directions. The mechanical attachment of the center post flange to the 
corrugated shear web was  investigated. 
Mechanical properties for 8A1-1Mo-1V titanium alloy used in the 
following calculations are shown in table I. 
Table I 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
STRENGTH PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
~ ~ 
Titanium 8A1- 1Mo-1V (Duglex-Annealed) 
C 
135,000 psi E 
125,000 psi G 
F 135,000 psi cr 
126,000 psi F 
90,000 psi 
Ftu 
t Y  
CY 
F 
. 7  
'. 85 
FPL 
su F 
F bru 232,000 psi P 
t u b  
FCY/P 
F 187,000 psi F 
brY 
6 18.0 x 10 ps i  Et 
(E ) 1/2 /p 26.8 x lo3 
C 
6 
6 
18.0 x 10 psi 
6 .60 x 10 psi 
. 3 3  
135,000 psi 
134,000 psi 
-158 pci 
854 lo3 
854 lo3 
7 
CENTER ENGINE SUPPORT POST 
General Instabiuty 
2 
%R 1.87  7r E1 
tl Lz A 
- -  - 
(REF: “THEORY OF ELASTIC 
STABILITY” by TIMmHENKO) 
A = 11.815 Ik2 
I = 97.391 I@ 
uCR 1.87 7r2 (18 x lo6) (97.391) - - -  
tl (81)2 (11.815) 
- -  - 417,370 PSI uCR 
r) 
= 135,000 PSI 
OCR 
2 .52  x 106/2 - 
C 11.815 
P = 2.52 x io6 LB (ULTIMATE) 
(RE F NA- 62- 1 1 18) 
= 106640 PSI 
- 1  = .26  000 
IWO, 640 
- -135 ULTIM.-TE M.S. = - i ne 
8 
. .  
I 
CENTER ENGINE SUPPORT PO6T 
Local Instability 
OCR E - .4(18 x lo6) -= - 4  - -  
- OCR = 354,100 PSI 
rl 
= 135,000 PSI = a  
aCR CY 
0 
0 .  
9 
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CORRUGATED SHEAR WEB 
General Instability 
3/2 t 1/2 E - -  
r . 2  
rCR - 4.353 
rl li W 
t = .152  r = 5.08 IN. h, = 81 IN. 
= 53,393 PSI 
Local Instability 
v =  2. 52 lo6 = 630,000 LB (REF NA-62-1118) 
4 
h = 82 IN. (C.G. OF CAP TO C.G. OF CAP) 
6309000 = 7,683 LB/IN. ' = 82 
53,393 x .152 = 8,116 LB/IN. qCR = 
ULTIMATE M.S. = 8,116 -1 = .05 
7,683 
.- 
SHEAR WEB ATTACHMENT 
v =  2* 52 lo6 = 630,000 LB (ULTIMATE) 
4 
g =  630* Oo0 = 7,683 LB/IN (ULT) 
82 
RIVET SPACING FOR HS 92-12-11 (3/8 HI-SHEAR) 
IS 1.5 IN. 
P = 7685 (1.5) = 11,500 LB/RIVET 
FASTENER ALLOWABLE 
FOR 3/8 RIVET IN DOUBLE SHEAR 
BEARING IN .I52 (8AL-lMo-lV DUPLEX) 
ANNEALED TITANIUM 
= 232,000 PSI F~~~ 
= 232,000 (. 152) (. 375) = 13,230 LB 'BRG 
PSHR = 16,560 LB 
111 , 
ULTIMATE M.S. = 13,230 -1 = 0.15 
11,500 
. .- 
SHEAR WEB ATTACHMENT 
NET SHEAR AREA AT LINE OF FASTENERS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF 3/8 RIVETS = 53 
NET AREA = E O .  975 - (53)(.375d (. 152) 
2 
= 9.275 IN 
V = 630,000 LB (ULTIMATE) 
- - - -  630,000 = 68,000 PSI 
f~~~ A 9.275 
= 90,000 PSI (8AL-lMo-lV DUPLEX ANNEALED) 
ULT 
FS 
-1 = . 3 2  90,000 - ULTIMATE M.S. = 68,000 
I. CROSSBEAM JOINT ASSEMBLY 
B. L. 
12 
I 
f 
1’ 
P EFFECTIVE CAPAREA 
B.L. 0 
B.L.  0 
= 1,199,000 LB (ULTIMATE) 
= 1.312 (11.0) + 9.6 (. 312) = 17.42 IN2 
(30 DEGREE LOAD DISTRIBUTION) 
pU 
ANET 
- _ - _  p - 1 , 1 9 9 9 0 0 0  = 68,800 PSI 
fT A 17.42 
= 135,000 PSI 
F ~ U L T  
ULTIMATE M.S. = 1359000 -1 = -97  
68 , 800 
c 
.* 
CROSSBEAM JOINT ASSEMBLY 
B . L .  12 
Pu = 1,110,000 LB (ULTIMATE) 
A = (7.1) (1.315) + (?.O)(. 312) = 11.53 s2 
fT - - -  - l ,llo,ooo = 96,200 PSI 
A 11.53 
= 135,000 PSI 
FTULT 
-1 = .40 
135,000 
96,200 
ULTIMATE M.S. = - 
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TYPICAL BEAM SECTION - B. L. 100 
>I+ -312 .152 (TYP) T r 
80.975 
I 
1.312 
FLAT PLATE BUCKLING OF BEAM CAP (SHADED AREA) 
2 
(4)n2 (18 x lo6) (. 312)2 
12 (1-.32) (6)2 
- -  
Wl-c1 K T  E 2 b  ) ( t  ) =*CR - rl 
CR/v = 175,800 PSI 0 
*CR = 135,000 PSI 
= -78,300 PSI (FROM CAP STRESS TABLE) 
135.000 -1 = . 73  
78,300 ULTIMATE M. S. = 
Column Check of Cap Flange 
Assume L = 17.597 IN. (S. S. AT NODE) 
t 
1.312 L 
k-2- 
.289 (1.312) 
379 
n2 E 
= 82,000 PSI CR U 
r2 (18 x lo6) 
(": 5 
= 78,300 PSI (ABOVE) 
= 82,000 PSI 
-1 = . 05  82,000 
78,300 - ULTIMATE M.S. = 
- -  
I *  
UPPER CAP (LATERAL INSTABILITY) 
THE UPPER CAP CAN BUCKLE LATERALLY 
AS A PIN-ENDED COLUMN 
T 
1.312 
Average Cap Section 
3 
(') '7) = 109.145 IN. - 4  - 1.312 (10, 8)3 I =  -_ .  
12 12 
- 2  A = 7.1696 IN. 
uCR r 2 E I  - n2(18 x lo6) (109.145) - - =  
I I  L ~ A  (183)2 (7.1696) 
= 80,756 PSI 
PcR = 7.1696 (80756) = 578,988 LB 
P = -218,000 ULTIMATE 
5 7 9 a 0 0 0  -1  = 1.65 
218,000 -ULTIMATE M.S.  = 
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LOWER CAP (LATERAL INSTABILITY) 
.-@@+-. 
'CR+qL 
m E1 
(REF "THEORY OF ELASTIC 
STABILITY" BY 
- - -  
'CR 
'CR L2 
TIMOSHENKO AND GERE, 
PG 107) NEGATIVE VALUES INDICATE TENSION LOAD 
P (B. L. 168) = -534,800 LB P + L (Be LOO) = 788,200 LB 
.. ' q = 7,875 LB/IN. (ULTIMATE) 
3 I =  1.312 (10.5) - a = 97.984 IN4 
12 12 
= .616?5 x l o 6  - =  w2EI n2(18 x lo6) (97. 984) 
L2 (168) 
'CR = -1.35 (. 61675 x 10) (A) = (-80,000 LB 
NOT CRITICAL SINCE -534,800 LB - 80,000 LB 
a 0 Itr 
VIEW A-A 
7 U P P E R  
I J  CAP 
.V 
-LOWER 
CAP 
Ultimate Car, Stress 
TENSION= 4- 
*L OL 
1,199,000 1 -788,000 1 
1,120,000 I -711, 000 I 
7.47 994,000 -585,000 113,900 + 896,000 -476,000 102,600 -78,300 7.18 -66,300 
6.77 763,000 I -319,000 1 92,900 -47,100 
6.35 -25,400 
~~ 
5.94 
~ ~~ 
17,100 I 100 I 7.17 
~ 
5.94 364,000 I 235,000 I 54,900 39,600 
238,000 I 364,000 1 39,000 61 , 300 5.94 
5.94 -218,000 I 497,0001-40,100 83,700 
I 168 1 5.17 5.94 92,800 -218,000 551,000 -42,100 
CROSSBEAM DEFLECTION 
FLIGHT CONDITION (LIMIT) 
h = 82.00 
6 E = 18.0  x 10 
80 7 .69  5.94 37.00 
100 7.17 5.94 37.10 
120 6.63 5.94 38.75 
-.a- - 
I 140 I 6.11 15 .94140.4OI41.601 -6.40 
~ 
5.17 5 .94  43.80 38.20 -18.31 
I 
27,065 1 8 . 7 2  i 
26,494 I 7.98 , 
24,949 I 6 .45  , 
21,841 1 2.75 1 
19,078 -4.35 
18,583 -5 .48  
29. 
I . 
e- 
BUTT LINE (INCHES) / 
/ 
SHEAR DEFLECTION 
1.21 (5.490) (168) 
(6 .6 X lo6 (. 152) 
b =  = 1 .11  
BENDING DEFLECTION = 6 B =  0 .87  (FROM GRAPH) 
TOTAL DEFLECTION & TOT = d s  d = 1.98 IN. 
Figure 2. CrossBeam Deflection - Flight Condition (Limit) 
DEVELOPED LENGTH 
RUNNING LENGTH 
K =  = 1 . 2 1  
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OPTIMIZATION POTENTIALS AND ANALYSIS REFINEMENTS 
Engineering design of the manufacturing feasibility crossbeam has 
0 
brought to light certain potentials and refinements that are listed in this 
section. These extra program developments are thus made available to form 
a basis for future engineering development of the advanced manufacturing 
crossbeam concept. 
a 
WEIGHT TRADE-OFF STUDIES 
The corrugated shear web design permits variations in strength and shear 
stiffness by adjustment of the geometric parameters such as pitch, radius, 
and thickness. Optimization of weight trade-offs between static strength 
requirements and dynamic stiffness requirements can be utilized to further 
decrease structural weight or to provide increased reliability in a balanced 
manner. The governing design criteria for an  engine-support crossbeam 
for booster structure m a y  be strength and/or stiffness, consistent with 
minimum weight and cost. 
A study optimizing beam stiffness requirements by varying shear web 
geometry was reported in NA-64-664. (See figures 3,4,  and 5). Since shear 
INCREASE IN TOTAL STIFFNESS (%I 
Figure 3. Corrugation Geometry Versus Increase in Total Stiffness 
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TOTAL WEIGHT INCREMENT (%) 
Figure 4. Total Stiffness Versus Total Weight 
40 4 I I I 
I TOTAL STIFFNESS 
JNCRENIENT (%) 
30 
20 
10 
0 b 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
INCREMENT OF SPAR WEIGHT (LB) 
Figure 5. Total Stiffness Versus Spar Weight 
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deflection of deep beams becomes of greater magnitude than the bending 
deflection, variations in the corrugation geometry of pitch, radius, and 
thickness were studied to improve stiffness/weight design. Weight increments 
were assigned to the web, preselecting minimum margins of safety for local 
and general stability, and varying geometry parameters. For the study, 
minimum safety margins of 10 percent for local stability and 20 percent for 
general stability were assumed constant. The effect of developed length of 
corrugation on weight and stiffness was recorded. It was noted that a signifi- 
cant stiffness/weight advantage is attainable. A 5 percent weight increment 
provided a 20 percent stiffness increment. 
a 
Maintaining constant cap areas over the major portion of the beam length 
of the Phase 111 crossbeam is a nonoptimum strength and stiffness factor. 
Reedistribution of the cap area in proportion to the cap axial loads offers 
potential for a weight savings from the static strength standpoint. Selective 
modification of the cap areas in accordance with the beam dynamic modes 
offers a potential for weight savings from the stiffness standpoint. Clearly, 
a compromise between these optimums is indicated. The projected result 
of these modifications is that cap areas are reduced and that web stiffness is 
increased through thicker webs and reduced radius. Such modifications offer 
increased structural efficiency, increased stiffness, and simplified 
manufacturing . 
a 
CAP COMPRESSION ALLOWABLES 
SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF BEAM CAP 
The compressive cap stability allowables pose a unique mathematical 
problem. To illustrate the structural idealization of the local buckling 
phenomena, a f l a t  plate cap is considered initially (one without concentrated 
areas at the cap extremities). This configuration is shown in figure 6. 
The buckled shape of the cap member is shown in figures 7 and 7b. It 
can be seen from these figures that two buckle patterns are possible. In 
figure lla, each edge deflects consistently, either up or  down. In figure l l b ,  
each edge deflects alternately up and down in contiguous bays. In each case, 
there is an  interaction between bays that gives a stiffness greater than simple 
support. This interaction is greatest at point "A" in figure 7a and point "B' 
in figure 7b. 
Thus, it is conservative to evaluate the critical buckling stress as a 
simply supported plate of the shape shown in figure 8 with a uniform applied 
stress. 
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SECTION A-A 
Figure 6. Crossbeam Section Considering a Flat Plate Cap 
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(a) DEFLECTED 
/ 
, ./ 
/ 
Figure 7. Deflected and Alternate Shapes of Cap After Buckling 
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Figure 8. Mathematical Model of Actual Crossbeam Cap 
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CAP DESIGN CONFIGURATION 
a 
The actual design configuration which results from combined strength 
and feasibility requirements is now considered. Strength requirements 
stipulate a compressive cap cross-sectional area sufficient to react the 
applied bending moment couple load. Manufacturing feasibility necessitates 
a rather thin plate to provide for burn-through welding. 
The basic buckled pattern illustrated in the preceding discussion applies 
directly to the actual configuration. 
The model suggested for the analysis is shown in figure 8. 
CENTER POST DESIGN 
The center post design is a balance between column buckling and the 
local buckling of the cylinder walls. The loading consists of a concentrated 
engine thrust force at the lower base, which is reacted by a uniform shear 
flow in the four corrugated shear webs. The column equation for a simply 
supported condition at the two ends establishes lower and midpoint gages in 
the Phase III crossbeam. A minimum practical gage establishes the upper- 
most wall dimension. 
A more refined variation of wall  thickness is a potential source of 
weight savings. 
SHEAR WEB CUTOUT REINFORCEMENTS 
The sine wave shear web must provide for passage of lines and wires. 
Th,e necessary reinforcement must provide the unperforated design strength 
and stiffness. The Phase 111 design is extrapolated from previous test 
experience with small sine waves. The complex stress distribution resulting 
from the reinforced configuration poses an important and intriguing analytical 
problem which warrants further investigation. 
WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
An actual weight of 2504 pounds w a s  obtained for the manufacturing 
technology specimen of the Saturn crossbeam. Results of the actual weighing 
summarized in table 11 indicate that the fabrication specimen is 149 pounds 
under the estimated weight, not including a 260-pound contingency. This 
weight estimate was  established from the weight breakdown of the full-size 
beam proposed in Report NA-64-511, dated 26 May 1964. During the proposal 
28 
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stage, the possibility that weight increases might result from fabrication 
problems associated with a beam of this configuration was  recognized. To 
preclude this possibility, a 10 percent contingency factor, which was felt to 
be on the conservative side, was included to account for unforseen design 
problems. Based on actual weighing,it appears that the 10 percent contingency 
factor w a s  not necessary and that weight benefits of the proposed concept a r e  
significantly greater than originally estimated. 
a 
A comparison of actual and estimated weights of the major components of 
the fabrication specimen indicates that additional weight reduction is attain- 
able for any true-life design problem. For example, the caps are 43 pounds 
under the estimated weight, not including the weight t h t  c m  !?e deleted through 
more extensive structural analysis. Calculations predicated on actual 
micrometer measurements show that the web gage is under nominal by an 
average of 0.0038 inch, based on a range of random readings varying from 
0.142 to 0.167 inch. It is estimated that the web weight would be increased 
by 9 to 12 pounds to bring any undernominal portions up to a nominal thickness 
of 0.152 inch. Including this increase and through careful selection of plate 
stock, weight saving in the web material is also possible. 
Based on the actual weight data of the fabrication specimen, a new weight 
may be proposed for a full-size beam. This breakdown, shown in the last 
column of table 11, considers the following: (1) Web Sage will not be less than 
the nominal gage. With this constraint, it is probable that some overtolerance 
can be expected. Therefore, an  allowance for miscellaneous and etc includes 
a 95-pound overtolerance increment for both the webs and caps. In addition, 
the allowanze for miscellaneous and etc also includes a weld variation of 30 
pounds, and 15 pounds for miscellaneous attach parts, (2) Since these weights 
are for a fabrication specimen, there may be some changes required in the 
development of a test specimen. Having actual weight data available, this 
contractor has every confidence that the revised estimate of the full-size 
engineering test specimen listed in the last column of table XI can be achieved. 
However, a 2.8 percent contingency factor will be included to cover increases 
resulting from value engineering trades that may be considered for cost 
reduction. 
a 
Finally, a weight comparison of the current S-IC design with the revised 
estimate of the North American Aviation design is depicted in table ID. This 
comparison indicates that the NAA design, that includes a 100-pound contin- 
gency factor, is 37.8 percent lighter than the comparable S-IC design. 
Approximately 15 percent weight saving is obtained, by the change from 
aluminum to titanium material, and approximately 23 percent from the sine 
wave web and cap design. 
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In general, the present manufacturing development specimen was 
designed as follows: web parameters, for strength, and cap areas to meet 
stiffness requirements. Final analysis shows that 55 percent of deflection 
comes from the web and 45 percent f rom the caps. Thus, a more efficient 
design can be obtained by (1) increasing web thickness and modifying sine 
wave parameters and (2) tailoring cap areas to load and bending moment 
curves. 
Through these approaches, it is anticipated that additional weight 
reductions are obtainable. The total weight reduction for any follow-on 
detail-engineered crossbeam is therefore projected at 40 percent below the 
ciirrpfif S-IC design. 
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MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION 
OF TEST SPECIMENS 
PHASE II - TEST SPECIMENS 
Sections of the full-size Phase ur crossbeam that were  chosen for devel- 
opment in Phase II are shown in figure 9. In each case, the dimensions of 
the test part were exactly the same as the section of the crossbeam assembly 
from which they were  selected. All  of the manufacturing techniques required 
to produce the full-size beam were represented in these tests. 
The sine wave web specimen included joining of f l a t  sheet stock and 
forming of welded parts. Welding of heavy members was represented by the 
end attach fittings and the center post assembly. The beam section was  
chosen to develop parameters and demonstrate the burn-through welding 
process. The center post assembly also represented final assembly 
operations. 
FORMING SINE WAVE CORRUGATIONS 
All of the sine wave web details were formed in a power  brake, using 
existing standard brake dies as shown in figure 10. Incremental bump- 
forming was used to contour the 0.152-inch thick sheet stock. Cheek tem- 
plates were provided to gage the 5-inch radius being formed. The bottom 
half of the stress-relieve tool was also used as a check fixture during the 
forming operation as shown in figure 11. Note that the sine wave configura- 
tion is actually a series of tangent arcs with successive radii through points 
of inflection forming an included angle of 120 degrees. 
of sheet stock was  required prior to forming to eliminate edge cracking. 
Belt-sanding of edges 
After forming, the sine wave webs were  stress-relieved and hot-sized in 
a car-bottom, gas-fired furnace. A fixture (figure 12) was  used to restrain 
the parts during the stress-relief operation. Fixtured parts were heated to 
1150°F (i 25°F). Clamp bolts were then retightened and the part and fixture 
held at this temperature for 60 minutes. A special coating (Reference NAA 
Specification LA-0111-026) was used to protect all titanium parts during the 
heating cycle. Parts were  allowed to cool to room temperature while 
clamped securely in the stress-relieve tool. No effects of differential 
thermal expansion between the SAE 1020 hot-rolled steel tool and titanium 
part were noted. The contoured bars in this fixture were profiled on a 
vertical milling machine equipped with a hydraulic tracing unit. A master 
template was used to coordinate milling of the sine wave configuration on all 
tools and for machining the sine wave groove in the titanium cap plates. 
Figure 9. Phase II Test Specimens 
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Figure 10. Incremental Forming Titanium Sine Wave Web 
Figure 11. Partially Formed Sine Wave Web - Stress Relief Tool Used as a a Check Fixture 
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Figure 22. Stress Relief Fixture for Hot-sizing Sine Wave Webs 
Figure 13. Machining Copper Backup Bar on Hydraulic Tracer  
Controlled Planer 
36 
Tests were also conducted in Phase I1 to evaluate forming of welded 
sheet stock. The maximum sheet size available was  44 inches wide by 120 
inches long. It was originally planned to weld four pieces together to form a 
blank large enough for  one web. This required forming over welded joints. 
Forming tests were first conducted on mill-annealed 8A1-1Mo-1V titanium 
alloy sheet stock that had been welded with 6Al-4V titanium alloy filler wire.  
Although the f la t  blanks had been stress-relieved after welding, cracks 
developed in the weld bead during forming. Additional tests were  then made 
by duplex-annealing the welded samples before forming. The wi re  used on 
these tests was also 6A1-4V titanium alloy. Cracks again developed, although 
not as severe as before. Commercially pure (CP) weld w i r e  was then tried 
and it was  found that forming could be accomplished satisfactorily with either 
mill-annealed or duplex-annealed stock. In all cases, the weld bead was 
shaved flush prior to forming. 
0 
Tensile tests conducted on weld beads made with C P  wi re  revealed that 
for thin gages, the weld joint has mechanical properties equivalent to that 
required for the parent material. A s  a result of the successful forming and 
high-strength levels, it was decided to use C P  wi re  on all web details for 
both Phase I1 and Phase III. 
Flat blank size required to produce a complete web for one full-size 
beam section would be 7 feet wide by 21 feet long, and would weigh over 400 
pounds. To eliminate handling problems in forming and also keep the hot- 
sizing fixture small enough to  be used in existing furnaces, a decision was  
made in Phase I1 to evaluate forming of available sheet stock size blanks and 
joining of formed details by fusion welding. A special copper backup bar was  
machined to match the inside radius so that two formed sections could be 
joined at the peak of a sine wave. A template was made, and the copper bar 
w a s  machined on a hydraulic tracer controlled plane as shown in figure 13. 
The copper bar was mounted on a standard riser block and used in a longi- 
tudinal seam welder. Special curved inserts for the clamp bars were also 
provided. (See figure 14. ) 
a 
MACHINING DETAILS FROM HEAVY PLATE STOCK 
Heavy cap members for the beam specimens and center post assemblies 
required removal of large sections of material. The plate stock from which 
they were made also had mill scale on all surfaces. To reduce machining 
costs, special shell-mill cutters were developed. A typical cutter is shown 
in figure 7. The body is 4 inches in diameter and has eight replaceable 
carbide inserts. Each throw-away insert can be used in a minimum of eight 
positions. Negative rake permits the use of both sides of the insert and also 
provides a smooth cutting action with maximum wear-life for heavy roughing 
cuts. A rigid setup is required and heavy cuts were made on the first pass a 
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to get under the mill scale. Typical speeds and feeds used were 115 SFM 
with 0.006-inch chip load. Cuts 0.100-inch deep were made across the full 
cutter diameter. The part shown in figure 15 is the cap plate for the center 
post assembly. Spray mist application of coolant was found to be the most 
effective method for cooling. 
Figure 16 shows the f inal  grooving operation on one of the beam caps. 
The template shown in this view w a s  coordinated with the stress-relief tool 
used for sizing the sine wave webs and with the clamping details of the burn- 
through weld fixture. A special cutter was  ground to provide the desired 
groove geometry. 
the grooves are on opposite sides of the parts. The part in the foreground is 
actually a bottom cap and is shown upside down so that the groove can be seen 
Figure 17 shows a pair of the finished caps. Note that 
PFIELIIVIINARY BURN-THROUGH WELD TESTS 
Gages used for the titanium crossbeam were  heavier than any previously 
welded by the burn-through process. Also the thickness of the cap (0.312 
inch) was  two times as heavy as the web. A more desirable relationship is a 
one-to-one ratio. For this reason, a groove was required in the cap plate. 
Original plans were  to make a fusion-weld pass to join the two pieces and 
then make as many subsequent passes, adding wire,  as required, to f i l l  up 
the groove. Preliminary tests were conducted in an existing work holder to 
establish groove dimensions and weld parameters. (See figure 18. ) Small 
test samples were prepared as shown in figure 19. 
Structural analysis of load-induced stresses at the weld joint indicated 
that the groove could be left unfilled. It was required, however, that a 
maximum groove width of 7/8 inch and minimum cap thickness of 0.187 inch 
be maintained after welding. Various configurations of groove widths and 
depths were tried along with different chill-bar sizes. Optimum results were 
obtained by using groove dimensions as  shown in figure 20. 
Copper chill-bar and inert-gas backup groove dimensions required to 
produce adequate chilling and uniform fillets on the drop-through side are 
shown in figure 21. Note that the copper backup bar was slotted on the 
surface that contacted the web to reduce the chill applied to the web and also 
to provide openings for the iner t  gas to flow from a manifold below. These 
slots can be seen in figure 19. 
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Figure 14. Special Curved Copper Inserts for Joining Formed Sine 
Wave Webs 
Figure 15. Special Cutter for Machining Titanium 
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Figure 16. Profile Milling Groove in Phase II Beam Cap 
Figure 17. Finish Machined Caps for Phase I1 Beam Specimen 
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Figure 18. Preliminary Burn Through Weld Tests 
Figure 19. Burn-through Weld Test Sample 
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Figure 20. Groove Dimensions for Burn-through Weld 
- COPPER CHILL 
CLAMP 
PER 
KUP BAR 
Figure 21. Copper Chill Bar and Inert Gas Backup Groove Dimensiorrs 
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SINE WAVE BURN- THROUGH WELDING 
A special pantograph welding machine which wil l  follow any irregular 
path that can be produced on a template having a high contrast (black on white 
or white on black) was used for all sine wave welding. An overall view of the 
Messer welding machine with the Phase 11 weld fixture is shown in figure 22. 
In this view, one of the sine wave webs is being machined to provide a flat 
edge for uniform contact with the cap plate. A unique feature of this machine 
is the ability to maintain a constant velocity, regardless of the path being 
followed. The optical tracing system and carriage-driving mechanism can 
be seen in the upper left-hand portion of the figure. A closeup view of the 
iiiiiiing head is shown in figure 23. The top edge of the sine wave web was  
machined, leaving 0.003 to  0.005 inch above the surface of the copper backup 
bars. 
After the web was  finish-machined, the titanium cap plate and copper 
chill bars were positioned as shown in figure 24. A closeup view of the weld 
torch is shown in figure 25. Note that a special trailer shield is attached to 
the torch. Argon was introduced into the trailer to provide inert gas coverage 
while the weld bead was cooling. Helium was applied through the weld torch 
for TIG welding. Argon was also supplied through a manifold to the grooves 
in the copper backup bars to protect the drop-through side. The actual 
welding operation is s h m n  in figure 26. Note that tape is applied to the ends 
of the tool and all other openings to prevent aspiration of air which would 
cause discoloration and contamination of the weld bead. 
HAND-WELDING 
Although most of the welding on the titanium crossbeam assembly was 
done automatically, some hand-welding was required. Also, repairs were 
made by hand, Standard plastic enclosures which are purged with argon are 
illustrated in figures 27 and 28. One of the end attach fittings is shown in 
figure 27. All  of the corner fillet welds on this specimen were made by 
hand. Figure 28 shows the center post assembly being joined to a short 
section of one of the beams. Note the weld joint between each pair of C- 
clamps. The center plate in the foreground is one half of a cross-shaped 
plate which on the original design was intended to tie all four beams together. 
Problems of joint rotation encountered in making this weld and subsequent 
cracks resulting from high stress concentrations were the main reasons for 
changing the design to facilitate final assembly. This center cross plate was 
split into four arrowhead-shaped parts, each of which was  attached to one of 
the beam caps during detail fabrication. Final assembly welding of the Phase 
111 structure was  thus simplified as  a result of problems encountered during 
fabrication of the Phase I1 specimens. 
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Figure 22. Overall View of Pantograph Welder Showing Setup for 
Machining Sine Wave Web 
Figure 23. Closeup View of Milling Head Used to Machine Top 
Edge of Sine Wave Web 
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Figure 24. Weld Tool With Titanium Cap and Copper Chill Bars 
Positioned for Welding 
Figure 25. Closeup View of Weld Torch 
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Figure 26. Phase I1 Sine Wave Weld Operation 
0 Figure 27. Plastic Enclosure for Hand-welding Titanium 
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Figure 28. Hand-welding Center Post Test Specimen in Plastic on Enclosure 
a 
0 Figure 29. Plastic Bag Technique for Hand-welding Titanium 
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When assemblies were too large to be welded in existing plastic enclo- 
sures,  a vinyl bag was used as illustrated in figure 29. This technique is 
applicable to any size part and can be applied locally to enclose a small area 
of a large assembly. The part shown was  completely enclosed by taping the 
clear plastic bag to a standard welder's work table. The bag is inflated by 
inserting a tube through which argon is supplied. The bag is purged for 
approximately 1/2 hour before welding. A piece of chemically cleaned 
titanium scrap is also placed in the bag. Before welding on the part, a test 
weld is made on the piece of scrap. If no discoloration is produced, the 
inert gas coverage is considered to be adequate. If more than one weld is to 
be made on the assembly, the  weld torch m d  filler wire are withdmwii iilic: a 
piece of tape is placed over each hole. Additional holes can then be made as 
required. 
REPAIR TECHNIQUES 
Figure 30 shows one of the center post test specimens in which two 
cracks developed several days after the welds had been made and inspected. 
Three of the Phase II test specimens developed similar cracks. In each case, 
the crack was  in the machined cap plate and was adjacent to a repair. A 
closeup view of one of the cracks is shown in figure 31. The part had been 
precoated for stress-relief before the crack became apparent. Note that the 
coating has been scraped away in the area of the crack. 
Repair was accomplished by first stop-drilling as shown in figure 32. 
The part was then stress-relieved, if this operation had not been performed 
after welding. The crack was inspected and if it had extended beyond the 
drilled hole another hole was drilled. A V 1 l  groove was hand-ground from 
one side of the part with the crack centered in the groove as shown in figure 
33. A fusion-weld pass was  then made from the side opposite the 'V1 groove. 
The groove was  again ground out and penetrant inspection made to see if the 
crack was removed. If the crack was  no longer visible, the groove was  
filled by hand-welding as required. The repaired part was  then stress- 
relieved and a final X-ray and penetrant inspection made to verify satisfactory 
repair. 
STRESS-RELIEVING 
A l l  of the Phase I1 specimens were stress-relieved as one of the final 
operations. However, when delayed cracks began to  appear, a Production 
Development Laboratory Memo was issued specifying that all machined and 
formed details (8Al- 1Mo- 1V titanium alloy in the mill-annealed condition) 
must be stress-relieved before welding. Stress-relief was also required 
within 24 hours after each welding operation. 
Figure 
Figure 31. 
30. Delayed Cracks in  Center Post Assembly 
Closeup View of Crack in Center Post Assembly 
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Figure 32. End of Crack Stop Drilled 
0 Figure 33. "U" Groove Preparation for Weld Repair 
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The stress-relief cycle was accomplished by applying a protective 
coating fixturing, if required, and heating to  1125°F (* 25°F). This temper- 
ature was  then maintained for 2 hours. Fixtures were used for the completed 
sine wave beam specimens (figure 34) and for the end attach fittings (figure 
35). 
COMPLETED TEST ASSEMBLIES 
Photographs of the completed Phase II test specimens are shown in 
figures 36, 37, 38, and 39. The results obtained were extremely valuable in 
pianning fait the fiiE-size P!-ase III cressbeam- assembly. 
the preplanning accomplished in Phase I was applied, significant changes 
resulting from the Phase I1 effort contributed greatly to the success in Phase 
III. Redesign of the center joint reduced the amount of welding accomplished 
on the final assembly, in addition to providing for minimum residual stresses. 
Cracks that occurred in the Phase II parts led to the development of the 
duplex-annealing technique used on all Phase 111 details. This technique is 
very important, since it provides a method for fabricating large titanium 
structures as complete welded assemblies. 
Although much of 
DUPLEX-ANNEA LING TESTS 
Restrained weld tests were conducted on duplex-annealed 8Al- 1Mo- 1V 
titanium alloy by the NAA Research and Development Welding Laboratory 
during a previous program. These tests demonstrated that the increased 
toughness obtained by duplex-annealing could eliminate the requirement for 
stress-relieving after welding. Most of the material used in the crossbeam 
program, however, was heavier than the maximum gage normally supplied in 
the duplex-annealed condition. For this reason all of the titanium ordered in 
Phase I was mill-annealed. 
tests indicated that the duplex-annealed material would greatly simplify 
manufacturing techniques for assembly of the crossbeam. 
The advantages demonstrated by the laboratory 
In order to obtain duplex-annealed properties, 8A1-1Mo-1V titanium 
alloy must be heated above 1350°F and then rapidly cooled. NAA specifica- 
tion LA-0111-028 was written to cover this process. Specific requirements 
were to cool from 1350°F to below 900°F in less than 60 minutes. 
cooling is required on heavy plate stock to obtain this cooling rate. 
Forced 
A unique capability exists a t  NAA/LAD in that electric-blanket tools used 
for brazing stainless steel honeycomb panels also have provisions for rapid 
cooling. Tests were thus conducted on remnant pieces of plate stock left 
from fabrication of the Phase XI test specimens to  determine if all of the 
details for Phase III could be duplex-annealed. It was found that the specified 
cooling requirements could be obtained in the blanket tools. 
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Figure 34. Stress Relief Fixture for Phase II Beam Specimen 
Figure 35. Stress Relief Fixture for End Attach Fitting 
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Figure 36. Phase I1 Sine Wave Web Test Specimen 
Figure 37. Phase 11 End Attach Fitting 
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Figure 38. Phase II Center Post Test Specimen 
Figure 39. Phase 11 Sine Wave Beam Specimen 
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A typical electric-blanket tool is shown in figure 40. This photo was 
made during the cooling cycle. Note that the tool consists of an upper and 
lower section which a r e  similar. Fused silica foam blocks are cemented 
together to form a ceramic die surface. 
electrical insulation while restraining the part to eliminate distortion. 
Heating is provided by Inconel strips which are attached to bus bars at 
opposite ends of the tool. 
can be seen in the photo. 
facilitate handling and to form a plenum chamber for each half of the tool. 
During the cooling cycle, a mixture of air and liquid nitrogen is introduced 
into the plenum chambers. Closely spaced holes drilled through the foam 
blocks permit the cooieci air to  contact the heated pari. Grooves on the 
ceramic die surface provide circulation and paths for discharge of the air to 
the sides of the tool. 
The ceramic provides thermal and 
Cables which supply electric power to  the bus bars 
The foam blocks are attached to steel bases to 
One of the parts tested in Phase I1 is shown in figure 41. It was 
machined to simulate one of the arrowhead sections. Note that the pocket 
area was filled with spacer blocks to provide a uniform heat sink and to aid 
in holding the part flat. Thermocouples were inserted into the center of the 
thin area in the foreground and also into the thicker area at the back to 
evaluate tempererature variations during heating and cooling cycles. The 
part  was  enclosed in a retort as shown in figure 42. Tubes inserted at the 
corners provided a method for inert gas purging. "Kaowool," a fiber-glass 
matte w a s  used for electrical insulation between the retort and Inconel heating 
strips. The loose fibers permit air flow for cooling. Open weave "Refrasil" 
(glass cloth) can also be used for this purpose. Note that the grooves in the 
ceramic die surface can be seen in this view. 
Temperature variations were held to within 5°F during the heating and 
cooling cycles. Cooling cycles obtained were also well  within the specified 
time. A s  a result of these tests, a decision was  made to duplex-anneal all 
of the details for Phase III. 
PHASE III - FULL-SIZE CROSSBEAM FABRICATION 
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE PLAN 
In order to provide instructions to  production planners and all personnel 
responsible for fabrication and assembly operations, the Phase III production 
sequence was outlined on manufacturing flow diagrams. 
B, Appendix B. ) These drawings were originally made during the Phase I 
preplanning effort. They were revised at the end of Phase I1 to reflect the 
changes resulting from redesign of the center assembly weldment and the use 
of duplex-annealed material. They were also updated during Phase III to 
indicate tools used for each operation and reflect other minor changes in the 
sequence as they were  made. 
(See Figures A and 
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Figure 40. Electric Blanket Brazing Tool Used for Duplex Annealing Tests 
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Figure 41. Duplex Annealed Test Part 
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Figure 42. Retort Used for Duplex Annealing 
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SINE WAVE WEBS 
The Phase TI1 sine wave webs were formed in the same manner that was 
used in Phase If. Forming w a s  done with the 0.152-inch sheet stock in the 
mill-annealed condition. Partial forming to a larger radius was accom- 
plished prior to  stress-relief and finish-forming. The finish-formed sections 
w e r e  then duplex-annealed and hot-sized in a special fixture. (See figure 43. ) 
This fixture was  designed to  accommodate all of the different configurations 
shown in figure B, Appendix B. The contour boards in the duplex-annealing 
fixture were profiled on a numerically controlled milling machine. A pro- 
gram was  written for one full-length web assembly. From this program 
tapes were generated for machining all of the tooling for Phase III in addition 
to tapes used for machining sine wave grooves in the titanium beam caps. 
Figure 44 shows the fixture and a typical part being loaded into the pit- 
type, electric furnace. The furnace temperature was  maintained at 1450 'F. 
After  furnace recovery, the parts were held for 15 minutes to stabilize the 
temperature. The tool and part were then transferred to a forced-air cooling 
pit. Approximately 35 minutes w a s  required to cool the part to 900°F. 
Thermocouples wedged between the contour boards on the tool and the tita- 
nium part provided an inspection record on a s t r ip  chart recorder. The 
titanium parts were  pretreated with a protective coating to reduce scaling. 
Laboratory tests were conducted in Phase I1 to determine the extent of 
contamination resulting from the annealing temperature. The annealing 
temperature is above the recommended maximum for this protective coating. 
It was determined that a surface layer of approximately 0.001 inch was  
contaminated by the heating cycles. 
wave web details were chem-milled after duplex-annealing. Approximately 
0. 003 inch was removed from each surface on all parts. 
For this  reason, all of the Phase 111 sine 
Edges of each of the sine wave web detail sections were machined on a 
special fixture. (See figure 45. ) An existing trim skate was  adapted for this 
operation. Weld tests conducted in Phase 11 indicated that a transverse weld 
shrinkage of 0.030 inch resulted in welding formed sine wave sections. Thus, 
an allowance of 0.015 inch w a s  made when trimming the Phase III details for 
welding. 
Each of the long s i n e  wave web subassemblies were fabricated from six 
These sections were joined by machine-fusion welding in separate sections. 
a standard longitudinal seam welder. 
weld wi re  was used for all joints on the 0. 152-inch web details. 
shows a closeup view of the weld torch. Note that a special trailer cup is 
used to provide inert gas coverage (argon) to protect the weld bead as it cools. 
The filler wire-guide mechanism can also be seen in this photo. 
(See figure 46. ) Commercially pure 
Figure 47 
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Figure 45. Skate Milling Edges of Sine Wave Webs 
Figure 46, Machine-welding Sine Wave Webs 
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Fiffure 47. Closeup View of Weld Torch Used for Joining Sine Wave Webs 
Figure 48. Plastic Enclosure Used for Hand Welding Heavy Plate Stock to 
Make Beam Caps 
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BEAM CAPS 
Plate stock used for the heavy beam caps was  cut on a standard cutoff 
machine using an abrasive wheel. An allowance of 112 inch was left on all 
edges for finish machining. Although the plate stock w a s  ordered as 1.437- 
inch thickness, the actual thickness varied from 1-7/16 to 1-34'4 inches. 
Surface finish w a s  very rough and some plates had. a bow in excess of 3/8 
inch. A f t e r  rough cutting, the cap details were duplex-annealed and 
flattened, using the electric-blanket tools in a manner similar to  that used 
for the Phase I1 tests. 
Each of the titanium caps used for the long beam sections was  made from 
three pieces, and each of the short caps was made from two pieces. 
sections were joined by hand-fusion welding to make the full-length csps. 
Welding was accomplished in an existing plastic weld chamber. 
48. ) A special fixture was provided inside the chamber to permit rotation s o  
that the joint could alternately be welded from both sides. 
mounted support was  also provided to support the end outside of the chamber. 
Since the parts were  longer than the chamber. a plastic bag was used to seal 
the end of the chamber to the part. The bag also allowed for rotation. 
Edges were prepared for welding by making a standard double "V" groove. 
A fusion root pass was  made first, and then a single filler pass using 
6A1-4V titanium alloy filler rod was made from the szme side. 
X-ray inspected after hand-grinding to smooth up the drop-through side. 
Both sides were then filled by alternately welding from opposite sides to  
eliminate joint rotation. See figure 49 for a closeup view of the hand-welding 
operat ion. 
These 
(See figure 
ri similar floor- 
The joint was 
A typical long cap weldment and a short cap are shown in  figure 50. Note 
that the arrowhead. detail is wider than the adjoining section. The arrowhead 
configuration was  profiled by oxyacetylene flame cutting. 
ducted by the Production Development Laboratory to determine the amount of 
stock to be removed after flame cutting. 
specifying that a 3/4-inch allowance be made to remove the contaminated and 
heat -affected edge. 
Tests were con- 
A laboratory memo was  issued 
Machining of the Phase III beam caps was  accomplished on milling 
machines using the special cutters developed in Phase 11. Parts were  first 
machined to the 1.312-inch thickness dimension. (See figure 51. ) Extreme 
care was  required to assure a minimum cleanup of 0.060 inch on both sides 
to remove mill scale as required by NAA specifications. 
pocket was machined, using a 6-inch diameter cutter for removing most of 
the material. (See figure 52. ) End mills were then used to finish-machine 
the pocket area and to  profile the  outside edges. Zn allowance of 1,/4 inch 
was left on the arrowhead end to permit machine t r im as a final operation 
after making the burn-through sine wave welds. Profile templates were 
provided with tool holes to  coordinate location of the pocket and the outside 
The ?-inch wide 
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Figure 49. Closeup View of Hand-welding Phase I11 Beam Caps 
Figure 50. Qpical Beam Caps After Welding 
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Figure 51. Machining Beam Caps to Remove Mill Scale 
Figure 52. 6-inch Diameter Cutter Used to Mill Pocket Area in Beam Caps 
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profile of each cap. A 1/2-inch diameter tool hole was  drilled at each end of 
all beam caps at this time. These holes provided coordination for all sub- 
sequent operations. 
Numerically controlled milling was used for machining the sine wave 
groove in all Phase III beam caps. A special work holder was provided to 
locate all eight beamcaps, using the 1/2 -inch diameter tool holes previously 
drilled. Figure 53 shows the  setup. One of the 1,/2-inch locating-tool pins 
can be seen at the left end of the part just below the machined groove. The 
work holder was positioned at an angle s o  that the longest caps could be 
milled without having to index the part or fixture, since the parts were just 
slightly longer than the horizontal travel on this machine. The rotation was 
accomplished by a relatively simple mathematical calculation during the 
programming of the tapes. Although only one setting was used to mill the 
long caps, three tapes were required to complete one part. Each tape has a 
maximum run of about 55 minutes and about 2-1/2 hours of cutting was 
required. Three set points (1/2-inch diameter tool holes) were provided on 
the work holder to coordinate starting positions of the cutter in relation to 
each of the starting points on the tapes. The set point holes were drilled by 
a supplemental tape. Figure 54 shows the opposite end of the work holder. 
Note the 1/2-inch tool pin at the arrowhead end of the titanium part. 
CENTER POST DETAILS 
The four center post segments were machined from 2 x 8 x 84-inch long 
8Al-1Mo-1V titanium alloy billets. 
to be duplex-annealed. 
before annealing. The four rough milled parts are shown in figure 55. Note 
that this configuration would probably be forged or  extruded for a production 
application. Al l  four segments were clamped together as shown in figure 56 
for the duplex-anneal cycle. 
This stock size w a s  considered too heavy 
Thus a rough machine operation was  accomplished 
Finish-machining of each of the center post details w a s  accomplished on 
a hydraulic tracer-controlled planer. Since the outside contour w a s  a con- 
stant section, this side was  machined first as shown in figure 57. A sta- 
tionary template was  used to provide the  profile. Hold-down clamps were 
alternately applied from opposite sides of the part. The inside contour, 
which is a double taper, w a s  machined on the same planer. A complete 3-l3 
pattern was  required, however, as shown in figure 58. Two parts were 
profiled at one time to reduce machine time, since approximately one inch 
of material had to be removed from one end of the parts. Wal l  thickness on 
the tubular section tapers from 0.125 inch at one end to  0. 934 inch at  the  
opposite end. Thickness at center is 0.437 inch, thus, creating a double 
taper. 
uniform heating and cooling during duplex-annealing. Special work holders 
were required for profiling both inside and outside contours. 
The parts were rough-machined to a constant thickness to provide 
F 'igure 53. Numerically Controlled Milling of Sine Wave Grooves 
Figure 54. View Showing Arrowhead End of Beam Cap During 
Grooving Operation 
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Figure 55. Rough-Machined Center Post Details 
Figure 56. Duplex Annealing Center Post Details 
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Figure 57. Profiling Outside Contour of Center Post Detail 
Figure 58. Machining Double Taper on Inside Diameter of 
Center Post Details 
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Pilot holes were then drilledinthe flanges, using a drill bar as Shawn 
in figure 59. Cap attach flanges were  hand-welded to both ends by making a 
small  corner fillet weld. These end plates were finally machined f la t  to 
remove weld distortion. One of the finished center post weldments is shown 
in figure 60. 
BURN-THROUGH WELDING 
Concepts developed in Phase I1 were used to design the Phase III sine 
wave burn-through weld fixture. The Phase III beam assemblies, however, 
were 80 inches high and the long beams were 15 feet long. Since the working 
height of the existing Messer Pantograph welder was  approximately 30 inches, 
it was necessary to either raise the machine or provide a hole underneath the 
fixture to accommodate the Phase III parts. A decision was made to  provide 
a pit underneath the tool. This w a s  considered more practical since the tool 
would also have to be made well  above the normal working height if the 
welder was raised. In addition to a more complicated tool, workstands would 
have been required and the operators would have been working approximately 
4 feet above the floor level. A simple picture-frame pipe structure was thus 
made to straddle a reinforced conrete pit. Pit dimensions were 5 feet wide 
by 5 feet deep by 18 feet long. The completed installation is shown in figure 
61. All of the tool segments above the base structure were made symmetri- 
cal so that the tool could be disassembled and inverted to thus accommodate 
welding of both upper and lower caps. Note that two welding machines (at the 
left in the background) were provided for this installation. The weld param- 
eters developed in Phase II were close to the maximum power output for a 
single machine. This was  adequate for short parts, however, the 15-foot 
long beams for Phase TII indicated potential overheating, since the weld time 
was  estimated at approximately one hour. The two identical welders were 
electrically connected to double the current output. In this way, each unit 
w a s  operated at about one half of its maximum rated capacity. This was 
accomplished by connecting the secondary circuits in parallel. One of the 
machines was used to automatically control the weld current while the other 
w a s  preadjusted to approximately one half of the desiredcurrent setting. 
Al l  of the tool inserts having the sine wave configuration were contoured on 
the same numerically controlled milling machine used for making the duplex- 
annealing fixture and for machining the sine wave grooves in the titanium 
beam caps. 
Figure 62 shows a typical sine wave web installed in the Phase III weld 
fixture. The web assembly w a s  made 84 inches high to provide excess tr im 
in the weld tool. This excess material was too much to remove by milling, 
so a special hand-trimming unit w a s  devised to remove the excess stock. A 
standard air router motor was  adapted with an abrasive cutoff wheel and a 
special guard which also acted as a gage to control the position of the cut. 
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Figure 59. Hand-drilling Pilot Holes in Center Post Flanges 
Figure 60. Completed Center Post Segment 
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Figure 61. Phase I11 Sine Wave Weld Tool 
Figure 62* Hand-trimming Excess Material From Sine Wave Web 
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The gage was  adjusted to cut the web approximately 3/16 inch above the 
copper backup bars. This edge was then milled, using a setup similar to 
that used in Phase II. See figure 63 for a closeup view of the milling head 
mounted in the Messer welder and a typical Phase III operation. 
Figure 64 shows one of the short lower beam caps in position prior to 
making the burn-through weld, and figure 65 shows one of the long upper caps 
in position for welding. Note that the channel-shaped cross section of the 
bottom cap is inverted in relation to the position of the upper cap. The 1/2- 
inch diameter tool holes at each end of the parts provided an accurate 
location for centering the s ine  wave groove in the caps directly over the sine 
wave web. 
The sine wave burn-through welding operation is shown in figure 66. 
Note that two profile templates were used on the Messer welder. Separate 
templates were used for milling and for welding, since the centerline of the 
weld torch was  not directly in line with the centerline of the milling cutter. 
This eliminated the need for shifting a single template each time a weld or 
t r im operation was  made. In th i s  view, an oscillograph recording of the 
instantaneous voltage and current are shown being made. Although the Phase 
III sine wave burn-through welds were generally satisfactory, blow holes 
developed in each weld. The Production Development Laboratory made a 
study of the voltage and current variations to determine if the power supply 
was  contributing to the excessive heat buildup. Results obtained did not show 
that power supply excursions were causing the blow holes. A completed 
burn-through weld is shown in figure 67. Note that a plastic bag has been 
installed at the far end of the assembly. A closeup view of this bag is shown 
in figure 68. Blow holes occurred in the first 3 feet of the weld, however, 
the remaining 12 feet of weld was very satisfactory. The plastic bag tech- 
nique was used to make hand repairs, while the assembly was  still in the 
weld fixture. 
FINAL ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS 
After both caps were welded to  the sine wave webs, each of the beam 
sections was positioned in the final assembly jig to check for distortion. 
The 1/2-inch diameter tool holes were optically checked for alignment. 
Dimensions were then established for final tr im of the arrowhead ends of 
each beam. Final trim and weld joint preparation was accomplished on a 
jig mill, using a rotary work positioner as shown in figure 69. A typical 
arrowhead prior to machining is shown in figure 70, and a closeup view of 
the actual machining operation is shown in figure 71. A double V l 1  groove 
similar t o  that used in joining segments of the long beam caps was used for 
the f ina l  assembly weld joint. Final tr im of both inboard and outboard ends 
of the sine wave web were made by hand. 
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Figure 63. Edge Preparation of Phase 111 Sine Wave Web 
Figure 64. Lower Beam Cap in Position for Welding 
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Figure 65. Upper Beam Cap in Position for  Welding 
Figure 66. Phase III Sine Wave Burn-through Welding Operation 
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Figure 67. Completed Burn-through Weld 
Figure 68. Plastic Bag Technique Used for Making Hand Repairs in  
Sine Wave Weld Tool 
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Figure 69. Edge Preparation for Final Weld Joint 
Figure 70. Typical Arrowhead Before Final Trim 
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Figure 71. Closeup View of Double "U" Groove Edge Preparation for 
Final Weld Joint 
Figure 72. Electrical Discharge Machining of Holes in Sine Wave Web 
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Location of the 7-3/4 inch diameter holes in the sine wave webs was  
established by layout after all end t r ims were completed. These holes were 
then cut by electrical discharge machining (Er)M). A portable unit, shown in 
figure 72, was used along with a special "cookie-cutter" electrode. The 
electrode w a s  made from li32-inch hard brass which was roll-formed to the 
tubular shape. The cutting end w a s  contoured to match the sine wave web. 
A small dam was built in the area where the hole was being drilled to  retain 
the demineralized water used as a dielectric for the EDM process. A plastic 
bag was also attached to the underside of the web to catch the  water when 
breakthrough occurred. Approximately 1/2 hour was required to cut each 
hole. Holes were made 1/16 inch smaller than the nominal diameter to allow 
for  hand-grinding to match the wuisibe 6-r;imetei- of the tubes thzt were welded 
into the holes. Figure 73 shows one of the tubes being weldeg into the sine 
wave web, and figure ?4 shows the completed weld. Commercially pure 
filler rod was used to make fillet welds on both sides of the web. These 
welds required 100 percent penetration and. w e r e  X-ray inspected for 
defects. 
Gussets, 3,'4-inch thick, which form part of the end attach fitting at the 
outboard end of each of the upper beam caps, were also welded prior to 
making the final assembly weld. Figure 75 shows one of the smaller plates 
being hand-welded. Filler rod used for this operation w a s  6A1-4V titanium 
alloy. Note that the plastic bag technique was  used for welding these plates 
and also for welding the tubes. 
In addition to X-ray inspection of each weld as it was made, each of the 
four beam sections were 100 percent dye-penetrant inspected a s  a final sub- 
assembly operation. All of the welds on one of the short beam sections w a s  
also inspected by the NXA Penestrip process to determine if  micro surface 
cracks were  present. 
There was no evidence indicating that any additional defects were  present. 
Figure 76 shows the assembly during inspection. 
Al l  four beam sections were then positioned in the final assembly jig as 
shown in figure 77. A closeup view of the final assembly joint prior to 
welding is shown in figure 78. Plastic bags were installed on both upper and 
lower joints. (See figure 79. ) A fusion pass and one filler pass was made on 
each joint, and these welds were X-ray inspected before proceeding with the 
multiple-pass operation. 
portable equipment as shown in figure 80. The 1. 312-inch thick final weld 
joint was  then completed by alternately welding upper and lower surfaces of 
both upper and lower center plate areas. Filler rod used for t h i s  operation 
w a s  also 6Al-4V titaniumalloy. Figure 81 illustrates a typical overhead weld 
which was  part of the final weld operation. The completed joint was again 
X-ray inspected. No repairs were required on the final weld joint. 
X-ray  inspection was accomplished by using 
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Figure 73. Hand-welding Tube in Sine Wave Web 
Figure 74. Closeup View of Tube Welded Into Sine Wave Web 
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Figure 75. Hand-welding Gussets in End Attach Fitting 
Figure 76. Penestrip Inspection of Completed Beam Section 
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Figure 7'7. Four Beam Sections in Final Assembly 
Figure 78. Closeup View of Final Assembly Joint Prior to Welding 
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Figure 79. Plastic Bags Installed for Final Assembly We lding 
Figure 80. Portable X-Ray Equipment Used for Inspecting Final Weld Joint 
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Figure 81. Fina Ass em bly Welding Operation 
Figure 82. Electrical Discharge Machining Center Holes on Final Assembly 
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Electrical discharge machining was used to bore 6-inch diameter holes 
at the center intersection of both upper and lower cap plates. The same 
portable unit that was used on the sine wave webs w a s  adapted to bore the 
holes through the 1.312-inch thick center area. 
mately 3 hours w a s  required to  complete each hole. 
(See figure 82. ) Approxi- 
The four segments of the  center post were installed by hand-drilling 
through the pilot holes in the vertical flanges. (See figure 83. ) Attachment 
of the center post segments to each of the inboard ends of the sine wave webs 
was  made by fifty-three 3/8-inch diameter Hi-Shear rivets. Monel sleeves 
were  used with the stainless steel rivets. See figure 84 for view of riveting 
operation. 
permit insertion of a titanium shim to provide a matched fit between the 
machined center post segment and the welded crossbeam assembly. Figure 
85 shows the center area of the crossbeam prior to installation of 3/8-inch 
diameter stainless steel bolts which attach the center post end plates to the 
upper and lower beam cap intersection. 
seen at both ends. Note also the 6-inch diameter hole that was  machined by 
the EDM process. 
Xote that a smaii gap w a s  left ai iiie top of the center post to 
Pilot holes for these bolts can be 
The completed assembly was lifted out of the final assembly jig, rotated 
90 degrees, and placed on the shipping container (figure 86) for final 
inspection. The assembly w a s  completely bought -off and cleaned. before 
covering with vinyl bags and bolting into the shipping container. 
shows the assembly ready for shipment, and figure 88 shows the loading 
operat ion. 
Figure 87 
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Figure 83. Installation of Center Post Assembly 
Figure 84. Installation of Hi-Shear Rivets 
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Fimre 85. Center Area of Crossbeam 
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Figure 86. Cross  Beam Assembly Placed on Shipping Container for 
Final Inspection 
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Figure 87. Crossbeam Assembly in Shipping Container - Covered 
With Vinyl Bags for In-transit Protection 
Figure 88. Loading Crossbeam Onto Motor Transport for Shipment 
to NASA/MSFC 
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QUALITY CONTROL 
PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY SUPPORT 
The laboratory'supported all three phases of the subject program, using 
NASA Quality Publication NPC200-2 as a basis for quality control procedures. 
During Phase I, close surveillance was maintained to ascertain that the 
necessary processing instructions were made available to permit fabrication 
of the crossbeam to contract requirements. 
Blueprints and fabrication sequence sketches were reviewed for Phase I1 
hardware items and the Phase 111 beam assembly. 
North American capabilities to accomplish the forming, machining, and weld- 
ing required, as well as inspection requirements. 
The review considered 
RECEIVING INSPECTION 
All raw stock, including the 8-1-1 titanium sheet and plate, and the C. P., 
6A1-4V, and 5Al-2.5Sn welding w i r e  and rod, u'as visually and dimensionally 
inspected. Sample coupons were also submitted to the Production Develop- 
ment Laboratory for metallurgical and chemical testing prior to acceptance 
for production use. These tests indicated that acceptable 5A1-2.5Sn welding 
rod or w i r e  coulcr not be consistently obtained to support the program. Rec- 
ommendation was made to Engineering to specify 6A1- 4V alloy filler wire, 
which was adopted. 
PLANNING REVIEW 
All planning tickets were reviewed to determine that all necessary 
Quality Control requirements were included for in process control and inspec- 
t ion operations . 
FABRICATION OF DETAILS 
The laborstory (PDL) assisted in solving problems in machining, heat 
treating, and forming of the plate and sheet details for Phase 11 and III. 
Laboratory Memos issued in this regard are: 
1. NF-4-5-29 - "Metallurgical Evaluation of Flame Cut 1-1/2 inch thick 
8A1-1Mo-1V Titanium Alloy Plate. I' Manufacturing plans called for 
rough profiling of heavy sections by flame cutting. The laboratory 
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was requested to determine the amount of cleanup required after 
flame cutting. This memo specified that due to oxygen and nitrogen 
contamination and the heat-affected zone, a minimum of 3/4 inch be 
removed subsequent to flame cutting. 
2. NF-2-5-7 - "Cleaning of 8Al-1Mo-1V Titanium Alloy Details." The 
existent NAA cleaning specification did not cover cleaning of 8Al -Mo- 
1V alloy. The laboratory issued this memo detailing procedures for 
cleaning 8A1-1Mo-1V alloy, until the NAA specification was revised 
to include this alloy. 
3. NF-12-4-3 - ''p----<-- LuLGacau* a1 p;t&Tkdp* ,410y mtafls. " 
The existent NAA specification did not cover requirements for pro- 
cessing (stress-relief, hot-forming, and sizing) of 8A1-1Mo-1V alloy. 
This memo provided procedures for the above processing until the 
NAA specification w a s  revised to include this alloy. 
4. NF-11-5-3 - "Metallurgical Evaluation of Elox Cutting Performed on 
Titanium Cross Beam. '' Manufacturing plans called for machining 
four holes in the webs and two holes in the caps at the intersection of 
the beams, by electrical discharge machining. The laboratory w a s  
requested to determine the amount of material to be removed after 
Elox cutting. This memo related that Elox cutting did not result in 
any appreciable hydrogen pickup, but the cut surface w a s  contamina- 
ted by oxygen and brass. This memo recommended that a minimum 
of 0.010 inch be removed subsequent to Elox machining or cutting. 
WELDOR CERTIFICATION 
Prior to performing a n y  manual welding operation, all weldors were 
required to demonstrate successfully their basic knowledge and ability, and 
were actively certified to the requirements of NAA Quality Control Specifica- 
tion GQO701-001. 
WELDING CONTROL AND INSPECTION 
Laboratory memo FE-1-5-14 was issued which required that all welds 
made on the crossbeam bz considered Class I welds and be inspected to 
NAA Quality Control Specification LQ0501-007. 
graphically and penetrant inspected. The radiographic quality was very good 
and necessitated few weld repairs. Repairs were generally restricted to the 
burn-through welds. 
A l l  weld joints were radio- 
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Certification for machine welds and Laboratory Memos for manual welds 
were issued after representative specimens were tested by the laboratory for 
radiographic quality, micro examination, and tensile tests on butt joints, 
burn-through "T' joints and the final four beam assembly welds. The 
Laboratory Memos issued are listed below. The need for separate certifica- 
tions and memos for Phase 11 and Phase III was  mainly due to changes in weld 
sequencing, part  number changes, and new tooling for Phase III. Certifica- 
tions from Phase II were used when applicable. See Figure 89 for typical 
weld parameters. 
SUMMARY OF PHASE II WELD CERTIFICATIONS 
1. Center Post - Manual Weld FE-1-5-16 
2. Web to Caps - Manual Weld FE-3-5-11 
3. Web to Caps - Machine Burn-through - Certification 9-13 
4. Attach Fittings - Manual Welds FE-1-5-18, FE-2-5-5 
5. Webs - Machine Butt Welds - Certification 1-22 
SUMMARY OF PHASE IXI WELD CERTIFICATIONS 
1. Center Post - Manual Weld - FE-4-5-10 
2. Constant Thickness Cap Joints - Manual Weld FE-4-5-11 
3. Webs to Caps - Manual Weld - FE-4-5-9 
4. Webs to Caps - Machine Burn-through - Certification 9-14 
5.. Attach Fittings - Manual Weld - FE-4-5-8 
6. Webs - Flat - Machine Buff Weld - Certification 1-22 
7. Webs - Formed - Machine Butt Weld - Certification 3-45 
8. Final Beam Joining - Manual Weld - FE-8-5-9 
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EQUrPMENT AND PARAMETERS 
MACHINE WELDING 
Web Joints Sine Wave Welds 
Joint configuration 
Machine used 
Weld head 
Torch 
CUP 
Tungsten electrode 
Type 
Dia 
Taper 
Point 
Tip extension 
Filler wire 
Wire dia 
Copper backup bar groove 
Copper clamp spacing 
Torch gas 
Backup gas 
Trailer shield gas 
Weld current 
Arc voltage 
Carriage speed 
Preweld cleaning 
Straight butt 
“A” frame (NAA design) 
Sciaky Model 1U-18 
No. 8L 
M-50A (AIRCO) 
Burn-through 
Messer pantograph 
AIRCO Model D 
No. 8L 
M-5W (AIRCO) 
2% thoriated 
i/S inch 
3/32 inch long 
Blunt (1/32 flat) 
3/8 inch 
Coml pure 
.045 inch 
.250 inch wide x .030 inch 
7/16 inch 
40 cfh helium 
20 cfh argon 
70 cfh argon 
240 amperes 
14 volts dc 
5 inch/min 
-P 
2?b thoriated 
50 degree incl angle 
Blunt (1/32 flat) 
1/2 inch 
None 
None 
,160 x 160 inch both sides 
of web 
-750 inch 
70 cfh helium 
100 cfh argon 
70 cfh argon 
395 amperes 
13 volts dc 
4 inch/min 
3/16 inch 
NAA process No. 28 (light pickle) followed by wire 
brush and wipe with ethyl acetate 
MANUAL WELDING 
The parameters for manually welding details for the crossbeam were in general identical, except for 
filler rod alloy and diameter. The parameters are listed below. 
Machine 
Torch 
Torch cup 
Electrode 
Filler rod 
Torch gas 
Torch flow 
purge gas 
Purge time 
Amperes 
Arc voltage 
Polarity 
Preweld cleaning 
P&H 300 amp 
Hw 20 
No. 5 ceramic 
Tungsten 2% thoriated 
6Al-4V and commercially pure* 
Argon 
10-15 psi 
Argon 
45 minutes 
Foot-controlled by weldor 
Straight 
Light pickle, draw file, wire 
brush, solvent wipe. 
75-80 
*Commercially pure used for webs 
Figure 89. Typical Titanium Crossbeam Weld Parameters 
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LABORATORY SUPPORT To MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT 
The following are Laboratory Memos which were issued to provide 
direction and control of processes not defined in existing specifications. 
1. FE-2-5-26 - "Repair of Machine Welds by Manual Welding. '' The 
NAA Welding Specification does not permit manual weld repairs of 
machine welds. However, some machine weld joints of the cross- 
beam did not lend themselves to machine weld repair such as the 
burn-through T" joint. Weld defects in a machine burn-through "T" 
joint were manually repaired by the TIG process, using 6Al-4V rod. 
The repaired areiis were visUally, penetrant, and h adiographicalig 
inspected and found to be free of defects. This demonstrated manu- 
facturing capability to manually repair a machine weld. This memo 
related the repair procedures and was  issued to support manufacturing. 
2. FE-2-5-3 - "Test on a 8-1-1 Titanium Burn-through "T" Weld 
Section - Crossbeam Program - Phase II" - Tensile and micro tests 
were made to certify the welding of the above joint. To obtain data 
as to the strength of the joint where the web would be in tension in 
relation to the cap, a special fixture and test specimen were made 
whereby the cap was supported from the underside, and the web or 
leg was loaded in tension until failure. The test was made in a 
tensile machine. The load applied at failure was 25,720 pounds per 
linear inch of joint. (See figure 90. ) 
3. FE-5-5-19 -- "Discoloration of Titanium Weld Joints Requiring 
Multiple-weld Passes. " NAA weld specification permits discoloration 
other than silver or straw in welding titanium, provided it is not within 
1/32 inch of the weld bead. The above memo was  issued to ensure 
that a subsequent weld bead would not be made over a purple or con- 
taminated surface of the parent metal. 
4. FE-4-5-20 - "Tensile Results for Tests on Machine Weld Certification 
Specimens for the 8-1-1 Titanium Crossbeam Program - Phase II. 
This memo w a s  issued for information regarding the results of tensile 
tests made on machine weld certification specimens. The joints were 
flat and contoured butt  joints 0.150-inch thick and burn-through "T" 
joints. The results of these tests showed the average weld strength 
exceeded the filler material requirements and were approximately 
140 ksi ultimate or 96 percent of the parent material (8-1-1 annealed) 
requirements. 
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TEST FIXTURE 
FAILED SPECIMEN 
Figure 90. Test Fixture - Failed Specimen 
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5. FE-4-5-27 - "Macro Examination of 8-1-1 Titanium Welds Made in 
Phase 11 of the NASA Crossbeam Program. " This memo presented 
typical cross section photomicrographs of machine and manual weld 
joints used on the crossbeam. (See figure 91. ) 
6. FE-4-5-17 - "Forming Welded 8-1-1 Titanium Sheet 0.167-inch Thick 
Gage - NASA Crossbeam Program. " During bend tests on a machine 
butt weld certification specimen welded with 6A1-4V filler wire ,  it 
was  found that the weldment would not pass the bend tests. Therefore, 
Manufacturing and Tooling departments were advised of the impending 
problem of forming sheet weldments into the sine wave configuration. 
Tests were made by forming welded test specimens using 6A1-4V and 
commercially pure (CP) filler wire.  Forming was to the sine wave 
configuration, using production equipment. Even employing a stress- 
relief, crack-free welds were not obtained where the 6A1-4V wire  
was  used. This brought about the substitution of CP w i r e  for s ine  
wave w eldments. 
One welding problem area which has not been completely resolved is the 
blow holes that have resulted when welding the webs to the caps by the burn- 
through welding process. The laboratory monitored the current and voltage 
rates while one of the welds was being made. The monitoring consisted of 
using an oscillograph which would record any variations in the output of the 
welding power supply. Results of this monitoring showed that the power 
supply operated satisfactorily even though blow holes were  in the weld. The 
recording showed when the holes developed, but there were no indications 
that power variations were the cause. Interpretation made of the tape check 
for weld component fitup disclosed some correlation between blow holes 
and chill bar topar t  gaps. 
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MACHINE - FLAT BUTT - 6A1-4V Ti 
FILLER WIRE 7X MAGNIFICATION 
MACHINE - FORMED BUTT - C.P. 
Ti FILLER WIRE 7X MAGNIFICATION 
MACHINE - BURN THROUGH “T” - 
NO FILLER WntE 5X MAGNIFICATION 
MANUAL - SINGLE FILLET - 6A1-4V 
FILLER ROD 5X MAGNIFICATION 
Figure 91. Photomicrographs of Weld Cross Sections - 8-1-1 
Titanium Crossbeam 
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Appendix A 
A DISCUSSION OF STRUCTURAL TESTING OF THE PHASE III 
CROSSBEAM ASSEMBLY 
STRUCTURAL TESTING OF THE PHASE III CROSSBEAM 
The objectives of this program, to develop advanced manufacturing tech- 
nology applicable to production of large titanium alloy structures of minimum 
weight design, have been met. While the Phase 111 crossbeam was  sized to 
the general strength and stiffness requirements of the S-IC, so as to establish 
a realistic weight base, the program scope was aimed at manufacturing 
development, with insufficient engineering control of processes. dimensions, 
repairs,  etc, to result in a true structural test specimen. NAA/LAD pro- 
posed such a program as  a Phase IV extension to the current program in 
June 1965 (NA-65-487). 
It is recognized, however, that structural testing of the Phase 111 cross- 
beam assembly can produce valuable data on the rigidity characteristics of 
the concept. However, there are numerous reasons to doubt the suitability 
of this manufacturing specimen to meet the goals of the structural test 
program. Understanding of these reasons will not only forestall a potential 
disappointment in the results of structural testing, but will also show the 
need for a "detailed engineering" approach and a structural test specimen 
as previously proposed. It is pointed out that plans to test the present cross- 
beam were introduced by NASA only recently, after the assembly was alm-tst 
completed. 
LOCAL THICKNESS VARIATIONS 
Local thin spots in the sine wave web are a major concern for a sine 
wave test specimen, but a r e  not sifnificant for a manufacturing development 
specimen. So as not to exceed cost or scope of the program, there was no 
control of minimum web thicknesses. The local stability allowable, as 
shown in the stress analysis, is a function of the local thickness. The 
thickness (t), 
entered in the equation to the 3/2 power, shows the importance of maintaining 
a minimum gage required for strength. It is to be noted, that the average 
web thickness is approximately 0.004 inch under nominal (by total web weight) 
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with random thickness measurements yielding a low of 0.142 inch. Unques- 
tionably, local areas exist considerably below this. It is also noteable that 
the weight estimates for total weight savings are based on nominal dimensions. 
LOCAL RADIUS VARIATIONS 
Local variations in the sine wave web radius are also vital to the 
strength of the beam for both local and general stability. The radius, like- 
wise in the stress equation to the 3/2 power, must be closely maintained for 
strength integrity. Production-type tools and inspection control, a8 proposed 
by N-M,/LAD for a follow-on engineering program, would ensure close 
adherence to required web radius tolerances. Electrically heated dies for 
forming sine wave webs, and stainless steel heat treat fixtures for hot-sizing 
the formed webs, are needed to improve the accuracy of the details. Any 
tendency towards a localized flat spot resulting from the Phase III 
experimental-type tooling would be corrected. On the present crossbeam, 
no close control of radii was  exercised, since it would have been an unwar- 
ranted cost and beyond the scope of the manufacturing development program. 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Since there were to be no specific strength guarantees made for the Phase 
III crossbeam, no attempt was made to give assurance that the material pro- 
perties would meet the specification for titanium 8A1-1Mo-1V DUPLEX 
ANNEALED. Thus the material properties of the titanium are questionable, 
since the material obtained for this program represented the first procure- 
ment of 8-1-1 titanium in such large sizes. 
RESIDUAL STRESS 
Residual stress associated with excessive weld repair is another point 
of major concern. This program represented pioneering development in 
welding of thick 8-1-1 titanium, evaluation of duplex-annealing, etc. Partic- 
ularly, the manufacturing technology crossbeam served as a development 
"guinea pig" in such areas as weld repair. Weld repair approaches and 
techniques were tried, to achieve development objectives, that would not 
have been permitted on a structural test article. Multiple heats in manual 
welding (as many a8 five reported in some locations) undoubtedly resulted 
in residual stresses which can affect the stability-critical sine wave web. 
In numerous instances, weld defects that would be structurally acceptable 
"as-is" on a production or structural article, were intentionally repaired to 
investigate repair techniques and gain repair experience. 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The engineering support for the manufacturing technology program for 
Phases I, II, and III ensured that the gross sizing and, therefore, the weight 
predictions were as accurate as possible. However, as indicated in the 
NAA/LAD Proposal, NA-65-48?, there are numerous details of the cross- 
beam that warrant further refinement. Detailed engineering development 
and element testing are needed to ensure minimum weight while meeting the 
strength and rigidity requirements. 
I)esig;r: refbemeats h the beam czp zor,f*$pration aid sine wwe web 
geometry offer the potential of improvements in compression stability and 
strength/weight relationships. This was pointed out in NA-64-664, however, 
NASA directed NAA/LAD to continue with the original design, since the objec- 
tive of the program was manufacturing development. The center post design 
needs further study to ensure that the engine thrust load is distributed uni- 
formly to the sine wave web. A local reinforcement pad in the web may be 
needed to provide additional strength for local attachment and load distribution 
effects. Variations in the geometry and sizing of the hole reinforcement 
configuration are potentially needed to gain the local stiffness to prevent 
failures precipitating from the fuel line holes. Local web reinforcement and 
attach provisions are needed for fuel line support and other loadings. It is 
to be noted that these other loading requirements were not provided as design 
conditions for the NAA/LAD manufacturing technology program, but obviously 
would be required for a Phase IV structural test program. 
The anticipated changes that would result from a fully engineered program 
are either in minor geometric changes or  local material additions. This is 
amply provided for in the weight contingency factor shown in the weight 
analysis. 
STRUCTURAL TEST SETUP 
In an early proposal, NAA/LAD Report NA-62-1118, the importance of 
the accuracy of the beam cap loads on the structural integrity of the design 
was emphasized. Redundant analysis of the complete thrust structure showed 
that wide variation in beam cap loads can exist depending on details of config- 
uration affecting end fixity. Beam cap loads reflecting NAMLAD analysis 
and proposed configuration were compared with the NASA supplied loads. 
The beam cap loads at the beam center were shown. 
Initial NASA 
NASA IV Configuration NAA Proposal 
Configuration NAA- Analyzed Configuration 
Upper beam cap 856,104 lb 1,005,484 lb 966,132 lb 
Lower beam cap 563,004 lb 688,747 lb 931,139 lb 
It is re-emphasized that the Phase III manufacturing specimen was 
iiesigz2il tij the ?USA-s-ripplied beam cap loads arid not to the completely 
integrated sine wave crossbeam and shell structure end conditions. If the 
intent by NASA is to represent theoretical shell stiffnesses in the test setup, 
and thus let the crossbeam end cap loads develop therefrom, it is  pointed 
out that this is a considerable extrapolation of the current program. 
The loads upon the actual crossbeam are a function of deformation com- 
patibility between crossbeam and thrust structure shell. As indicated above, 
elastic analyses conducted by NAA/LAD show that significant variation can 
exist, depending upon the relative stiffnesses of the componenb. The 
objective of the current program was to obtain improved structural efficiency 
under established loads. Testing a component "compatible deformation" with 
the entire complex and redundant structure, of which the component is  but 
one part, would seem to add a factor of uncertainty to any test results, e. g., 
were the loads furnished NAA correct, or was it the design? "LAD, 
therefore, strongly recommends that any testing that is done, be conducted 
by controlled loads closely monitored through the use of strain gages. 
Figure 92. Controlling Beam Cap Loads 
I. 
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Appendix B 
FABRICATION SEQUENCE-TITANIUM CROSSBEAM ASSEMBLY 
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